Harmonic® NSG 9000 Firmware License

Thank you for purchasing the firmware option(s) for the Harmonic® Narrowcast Services Gateway™ NSG 9000 device specified in your Sales Order Acknowledgement. This license permits you to use the NSG 9000 firmware license(s) that you purchased in accordance with the Harmonic product description and associated documentation. This license may not be used on any other device other than that for which this license specifies, and shall not be used to exceed the number or type of firmware licenses purchased as identified in your Sales Order. This license is subject to the terms of the Harmonic End-User License Agreement below.

Thank you.
Harmonic

End-User License Agreement

IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: By using the installed firmware/software or opening the sealed firmware/software packet(s) you agree to be bound by the terms of this End-User License Agreement. If you do not agree to the terms of this agreement, promptly return this package to the place from which you obtained it.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This End-User License Agreement (“Agreement”) permits you to use one copy of the enclosed Harmonic firmware and/or software programs (“FIRMWARE”) in accordance with the related documentation, the License Manager, and for use solely with the NSG 9000 device that you have purchased from Harmonic (“Licensee”). You receive no title or ownership rights to the FIRMWARE or the related documentation. The FIRMWARE is in “use” on a system when it is loaded into temporary memory (i.e., RAM) or installed into permanent memory (e.g. hard disk, CD-ROM, or other storage device) of that system.

2. RESTRICTIONS. In the event Harmonic furnishes media containing additional firmware programs, software, routines, features, or functionality for which you have not purchased a license, you shall make no attempt to copy, use, or disclose such firmware/software programs or routines for any purpose. The FIRMWARE may not be used on any other device than that for which this license specifies, and shall not be used to exceed the number or type of FIRMWARE licenses purchased as identified in your Sales Order and the relevant ITU-T J83 Annex A/B standard for such license. You may not disclose, transfer, sublicense, rent or lease the FIRMWARE. You may not modify, reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the FIRMWARE.

3. UPGRADES. If the FIRMWARE is an upgrade you may use the FIRMWARE only in conjunction with the prior version(s) of the FIRMWARE.

4. COPYRIGHT. The FIRMWARE and any accompanying printed materials are owned by Harmonic or its suppliers and are protected by United States copyright laws and international treaty provisions. You may not copy the FIRMWARE, except that you may transfer the FIRMWARE to a single hard disk provided you keep the original solely for archival or backup purposes. You may not copy the printed materials accompanying the FIRMWARE. The FIRMWARE is licensed and not sold. All rights reserved.

5. DUAL-MEDIA FIRMWARE. You may receive the FIRMWARE in more than one medium. You may not use the other medium on another system or loan, rent, lease, or transfer the media to another user, nor print copies of any user documentation provided in “on-line” or electronic form.

6. WARRANTY. This FIRMWARE is warranted in accordance with Harmonic Sales Terms and Conditions in effect at the time of license purchase. HARMONIC AND ITS LICENSORS HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL OTHER WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESSED, STATUTORY OR IMPLIED, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7. COMMERCIAL ITEM - U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS. The deliverable is a “commercial item” as set forth in 48 CFR 2.101 or 48 CFR 227.7102, including the SOFTWARE which consists of commercial computer software and/or commercial computer software documentation as defined in 48 CFR 12.211 (Sept. 1995) or 48 CFR 227.7202 (June 1995), and 48 CFR 12.211 (Sept. 1995). The Government shall acquire only the same rights as customarily provided to the public. Manufacturer is Harmonic Inc., 549 Baltic Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 USA.

8. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree to comply with all laws and regulations that apply to the FIRMWARE required by U.S. or other governments, including but not limited to, U.S. Export Administration Regulations and end-use restrictions in the country of destination.

9. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of California.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. HARMONIC’S TOTAL LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT WILL BE LIMITED TO THE LICENSE FEE PAID BY LICENSEE FOR THE FIRMWARE. IN NO EVENT WILL HARMONIC OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR PRODUCTS, ANY LOST PROFITS OR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE, AND WHETHER OR NOT HARMONIC OR ITS LICENSORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. The limitations of this section shall survive and apply even if any limited remedy specified in this Agreement is found to have failed of its essential purpose.

THIRD PARTY CONTENT

The FIRMWARE may incorporate intellectual property from Harmonic third party licensors as indicated below. Such third party licensors are third party beneficiaries of this End User License Agreement and the provisions made herein are for the benefit of, and are enforceable by Harmonic, and its licensors.
• pSOS™, Wind River Systems, Inc.
• DOCSIS®, CableLabs®, Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.
• TargetTCP™ – Embedded TCP/IP Protocol Stack, including IGMPv3, Blank Microsystems, LLC. All rights reserved.
• MibSNMP Agent Source Professional, Blank Microsystems, LLC. All rights reserved.
• DDR SDRAM High-Performance Controller MegaCore®, Altera Corporation
• DDR2 SDRAM High-Performance Controller MegaCore®, Altera Corporation
• DTI Client Implementation, Symmetricom, Inc.
• Cisco® Wideband solution, Cisco Systems® Inc.
• MediaCipher® Transport Encryption technology from Motorola, Inc.
• Embedded Linux® licensed from Timesys™ Corporation. All rights reserved.

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS

NSG 9000 QAM-RF Card license. The NSG 9000 QAM-RF Card license is comprised of 4 QAM channels which can be enabled for the NSG 9000 chassis to which this QAM-RF Card is applied. You are authorized to use this license for the number of QAM-RF Cards (between one and nine) that you have purchased. This license includes basic support for QAM RF which can be used for VOD-narrowcast functionality in NSG or basis for broadcast in bNSG application.

NSG 9000 Basic QAM license. The NSG 9000 Basic QAM license may be enabled for NSG 9000 chassis of all types, running NSG or bNSG firmware. This license entitles you to operate a single QAM-RF channel for basic QAM functionality, for narrowcast or broadcast pass-through applications. This license serves as basis for various application-specific licenses, which entitle you to operate premium functionality on the NSG 9000 chassis.

NSG 9000 Narrowcast Scrambling QAM license. The NSG 9000 Broadcast Scrambling QAM license is conditioned upon you having entered into an ETSI scrambler sublicense agreement. This license may not be used on any other device other than that for which this license specifies, and shall not be used to exceed the total number of Narrowcast Scrambling QAMs purchased as identified in your Sales Order. For each NSG 9000 device, you shall not exceed the number of services for DVB scrambling, single-program transport streams, or multiple-program transport streams (either scrambled or not scrambled) for each product, and shall only be used in clear mode or scrambling mode as identified in your Sales Order. This End-User License Agreement does NOT grant you any additional rights such as those required to use the MPEG-4 AVC Standard or the MPEG-4 AAC Audio Standard or the ETSI/DVB scrambler standard.

NSG 9000 Broadcast Scrambling QAM license. The NSG 9000 Broadcast Scrambling QAM license is conditioned upon you having entered into an ETSI scrambler sublicense agreement. This license may not be used on any other device other than that for which this license specifies, and shall not be used to exceed the total number of Broadcast Scrambling QAMs purchased as identified in your Sales Order. For each NSG 9000 device, you shall not exceed the number of services for DVB scrambling, single-program transport streams, or multiple-program transport streams (either scrambled or not scrambled) for each product, and shall only be used in clear mode or scrambling mode as identified in your Sales Order. This End-User License Agreement does NOT grant you any additional rights such as those required to use the MPEG-4 AVC Standard or the MPEG-4 AAC Audio Standard or the ETSI/DVB scrambler standard.

NSG 9000 Motorola Privacy Mode QAM license. The NSG 9000 Motorola Privacy Mode QAM license permits you to use the NSG 9000 Motorola Privacy Mode QAM output for the Narrowcast Services Gateway™ NSG 9000 that you purchased from Harmonic provided that you have entered into a Motorola Video on Demand (“VOD”) privacy and encryption license agreement. This license is conditioned upon you being a duly licensed operator of a cable television system, satellite master antenna system, and/or a multiple multipoint distribution system in the United States and you have entered into a VOD privacy and encryption license agreement with Motorola. You may use the Firmware™ solely in the United States for VOD edgeQAM applications.

NSG 9000 Backup (“BKP”) license. This license permits you to use the NSG 9000 firmware backup license that you purchased from Harmonic solely as a backup license in the event that the original license is unusable.

NSG 9000 Platform license. This license for the Narrowcast Services Gateway™ (NSG) 9000 Platform device permits you to use it in accordance to the Harmonic associated documentation and for the specific main board only. This license is non-transferable and may not be used on any other device other than that for which this license specifies. Alternatively, in the event that the platform has been sold as a backup platform, then you are permitted to use this platform solely as a backup platform to perform other licensed functionality only in the event that the original platform is unusable. Further, you shall not have the right to re-purpose this platform for any other application that performs active functionality. In the event that your platform license is granted for use as a backup NSG in a Harmonic EdgeCluster™ solution, then you may only use it with a paired NSG in a one(Active)-to-one(Backup) EdgeCluster solution.

NSG 9000 Broadcast Remux (BMUX) License: This license entitles you to perform the functionality of “Broadcast remultiplexing” on a single QAM channel, on an NSG 9000 device configured for either NSG (Narrowcast) or bNSG (Broadcast) applications. This license may be used only on QAM channels that are already licensed for basic QAM operation, using the QAM or QAM_BKP licenses. The Broadcast Remux license is required for any QAM channel that meets the below criteria:
- Enabled, and actively streaming traffic
- Configured to carry Broadcast video content
- Configured to generate PAT and/or PMT tables